
To whoever it may concern: 
 
Jesus Redondo Lopez joined us, still as an Erasmus student, and decided to stay. He               
obtained a Master degree remotely from Spain and applied for a doctoral study at the faculty                
of Mathematics and Physics. I highly value this decision and the effort in overcoming all the                
obstacles he found on the way.  
 
I had the duty and honor to oversee him during his doctoral studies and the work on the                  
thesis. While working in our lab at the Institute of Physics, he developed many skills on both                 
the scientific and personal levels and brought new ideas and fresh spirit to the team. In his                 
scientific research, he was able to fulfil the goal of growing high-quality graphene and use it                
for some really interesting experiments with dopants and molecules. He did not hesitate to              
take the difficult path and resolved a >20-years-old puzzle about the atomic structure of              
hematite termination layer. For this purpose, digging into the extensive and often conflicting             
literature was needed; going against false, deeply-ingrained ideas perpetuated by many is            
probably one of the most difficult and unrewarding efforts in science. However this time, a               
surprising discovery using the STM instrument led to an elegant solution. 
 
I would like to mention he performed some of the crucial experiments out of the home                
laboratory: at several synchrotron facilities, at CEITEC in Brno, at RCPTM in Olomouc and              
also at the University. Here he gained practical experience using multiple surface-sensitive            
analytical techniques. He also attended internationally recognized training schools on          
synchrotron radiation and made a stay at the renowned laboratory in Vienna with prof.              
Diebold. 
 
Finally, all this effort culminated in the published papers and writing of the thesis entitled               
"Formation, Functionalization and Characterization of 2D Materials on Crystalline Supports",          
which I therefore fully recommend for a public defense and add a wish for the best result. 
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